Hanukkah Hop 2012: Day 7 - Two Tags die Gift Card Holder
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Supplies for Gift Card Holder as shown:
Stamps: Every Little Bit, Jewish Celebrations
Ink: Versamark, Night of Navy
Paper: Bashful Blue, Night of Navy Cardstock, Silver Glimmer Paper, Festival of Prints Designer
Series Paper Stack (Holiday Catalog 2012)
Punches: 1-1/4” Circle, 1-3/8” Circle, ½” circle, Itty Bitty Bits Punch Pack (scallop), 1-3/4”
Scallop Circle, 1-1/4” Scallop Circle
Other: Big Shot, Two Tags die, Simply Score, Silver Embossing Powder, Heat Tool, Sticky Strip,
glue dots and Snail adhesive
Sample shown created by Jean Fitch – Independent Stampin’ Up Demonstrator

Basic Gift Card Holder Directions:
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Basic Template showing all the parts & measurements

Card Holder Sleeve:
Base Paper
Size: 4” x 5-1/2”
Score at: 2-1/2” and 5” on the long side.
1-1/4” Circle Punch: punch a slightly less than half circle centered between the two score lines.
Decorative Paper Layer
Size: 2-1/4” x 3-3/4” (cut second piece same size to add to back for a more finished look)

Using 1-1/4” Circle Punch or in some cases the 1-3/8” circle punch works better punch a
matching slightly less than half circle in the center of the short end of decorative paper layer.
Try to match with the base piece’s half circle. Punching the two together sometimes works and
sometimes it doesn’t. Don’t ask me why. {grin}
Adhere Decorative paper layer to base. Decorate with punches or other layers as desired.
Add sticky strip to the outer side of the ½” wide scored tab to seal the long edge of the sleeve
closed. Short sides remain open.
Card Holding Slide:
Cut 2-1/2″ x 9″ strip of Cardstock. Score lightly at 4-1/2” and fold in half. Die cut using the
Two Tags Bigz die and placing the fold just above the bottom cut line of the scalloped bookmark
tag.
Staple or glue the two scallop ends together at top of scallop. Check gift card for fit before
stapling top. If you staple punch a piece to cover back view of staple.
Create a decorative piece to cover the Scallop ends.
My favorite:
Punch a 1-3/4″ Scallop Circle I a coordinating paper (glimmer paper works great). Stamp or
heat emboss an image and punch out with the 1-1/4″ Scallop Circle punch. Punch a 1-3/8”
circle in a coordinating color and place between the two scallop pieces. Adhere all together to
form layered piece.
Using glue dots or a dimensional adhere the layered punch piece overtop of the scallops on the
scallop tag slider. Adhere to the far end of the scalloped tag end so the sleeve can slide
between the raised layered piece and the base of the tag slider. That holds the slider in place.
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Sample shown created by Jean Fitch - Independent Stampin’ Up Demonstrator
Email: jlfstudio@live.com
Blog: http://jlfstudio.wordpress.com
Inspired by Vickie at Crafting 4 Fun http://crafting4fun.blogspot.com/2010/12/gift-card-holder.html

